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1. Microsoft Word - Draft INRMP EA--May 2007.doc  
...Aircraft can temporarily impair visibility due to contrails (jet trail caused36 by compaction of moisture 
in the air...province.37 38 One indirect, widespread, and persistent effect of EuroAmerican presence in 
this area, as39...  
http://www.nellis.af.mil/shared/media/document/AFD-070507-030.pdf 
 -  1934.175k - Similiar pages 

2. Sierra Hotel_06Revised.qxd  
...38 hit his disappear switch. Once the jets arrived in the training area, a series...setups whereby one 
pilot would position his jet behind the other, offset slightly so the...because the noise from the 
thundering jets was a nuisance to many Americans who did not believe that jet noise was the sound of 
freedom. The crews...several kinds of systems * A third jet, flown by Maj. Robert Tone and 
Capt...positioned directly behind the two primary jets as a spare in case either of the lead...  
http://www.airforcehistory.hq.af.mil/Publications/fulltext/SierraHotel.pdf 
 -  4099.217k - Similiar pages 

3. Link to Source Document  
...The second part consists of the exhaust contrail, which is the portion of exhaust emitted...sources 
and their effect on people. Jet Takeoff (Near Runway) Rock Music...The second part consists of the 
exhaust contrail, which is the portion of exhaust emitted...  
http://ax.losangeles.af.mil/axf/eaapgs/docs/faaea.pdf 
 -  2962.714k - Similiar pages 

4. Microsoft Photo Editor - LTA 5-16 sized.jpg  
...MajGen Paul Fratarangelo, USMC (Ret.) Contrail Group, Inc. VADM E. R. ?Rudy...vehicle that can 
relocate and provide persistent sensor coverage over an area is clear...using LTA vehicles to provide 
enduring, persistent wide-area surveillance, communication relays...  
http://www.onr.navy.mil/nrac/docs/2006_rpt_lighter_than_air.pdf 
 -  1423.98k - Similiar pages 

5. Air & Space Power Journal - Winter 2005  
...plastics, fertilizers, and jet fuel. Yes, jet fuel.16...still cannot always provide the persistent look 
needed by battlefield...gap in our ability to deliver persistent C4ISR effects. There is also...try spotting a 
747 without a contrail during daylight), showing up...  
http://maxpublic.maxwell.af.mil/airchronicles/apj/apj05/win05/win05.pdf 
 -  4060.901k - Similiar pages 

6. Weather Terms  
...originating over a large land area. Contrail- A cloud-like stream formed in cold...from and to the right 
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of an upper-level jet max (as would be viewed looking along...little cloud formation. Subtropical Jet- The 
branch of the jet stream that is...  
http://www.newriver.usmc.mil/metoc/value/terms.htm 
 -  46.772k - Similiar pages 

7. JP 1-02 Deparment of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms  
...under certain conditions. Also called CONTRAIL. condition ? Those variables of an 
operational...normally found around aircraft operations (jet blast, rotor or prop wash, engine intake), 
cause damage...especially on a map, chart, or graph. jet advisory service ? The service provided...  
http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/jel/new_pubs/jp1_02.pdf 
 -  2152.321k - Similiar pages 

8. JP 1-02 Deparment of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms  
...under certain conditions. Also called CONTRAIL. condition ? Those variables of an 
operational...normally found around aircraft operations (jet blast, rotor or prop wash, engine intake), 
cause damage...especially on a map, chart, or graph. jet advisory service ? The service provided...  
http://www.js.pentagon.mil/doctrine/jel/new_pubs/jp1_02.pdf 
 -  2272.034k - Similiar pages 

9. JP 1-02 Deparment of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms  
...under certain conditions. Also called CONTRAIL. condition ? Those variables of an 
operational...normally found around aircraft operations (jet blast, rotor or prop wash, engine 
intake...especially on a map, chart, or graph. jet advisory service ? The service provided...  
http://jitc.fhu.disa.mil/jitc_dri/pdfs/jp102_09nov06.pdf 
 -  2270.86k - Similiar pages 

10. JP 1-02 Deparment of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms  
...under certain conditions. Also called CONTRAIL. condition ? Those variables of an 
operational...normally found around aircraft operations (jet blast, rotor or prop wash, engine 
intake...especially on a map, chart, or graph. jet advisory service ? The service provided...  
https://atiam.train.army.mil/soldierPortal/atia/adlsc/view/public/23234-1/new_pubs/jp1_02.pdf 
 -  2280.999k - Similiar pages 
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